STEPS:
1. Measure the patient at all measuring points.
2. Determine if patient fits within ready-to-wear (RTW) sizing range by using the size chart.
3. If patient does not fit within a RTW, take the additional measurements to order a custom-made (CM) piece and send to Essity.
4. It is possible to mix and match RTW and CM pieces for a patient.

**Circumference and length measurements in centimeters (cms)**

**NOTE:**
For A-D and D-E, measure posteriorly and follow leg contour. For E-G measure medially and follow contours.

**E-G**
Left:
Right:

**D-E**
Note: only for CM standard knee
Left:
Right:

**A-D**
Left:
Right:

**Foot Compression**
Shoe size Men
3-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
Shoe size Women
4-7
8-10
11-13
14-16

**FarrowHybrid™ ADI (20-30 mmHg)**
**FarrowHybrid™ ADII (30-40 mmHg)**

*To reduce the risk of error, orders will only be placed if the product code is indicated.*